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Taking a hybrid approach, this book - packed full with case studies and a host of pedagogical

features - examines the key concepts in comparative politics.
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"The content of the case studies is excellent. Students easily grow bored with lengthy chapters on

specific cases, but the thematic approach to the cases in the Orvis and Drogus text is much more

interesting to my students." -- M. Casey Kane Love "The hybrid approach is the primary reason I

picked this book. Given my thematic approach, generic case studies that don't directly relate to a

particular comparison or theme aren't very useful, so I appreciate the balance between thematic and

case elements in the Orvis and Drogus text. My students have responded much more positively to

this book than the previous offering. I think they find the writing level to be an attainable challenge."

-- John Hulsey "The presentation of core concepts is written in a clear, concise, and lively fashion

that hooks the reader and doesn't overload with technical detail, while setting out most of the ideas I

try to cover in my course. In general, the Orvis and Drogus text covers a wide range of country

cases that are well selected for examining the themes and issues under discussion and is written in

an engaging style that holds the reader's attention while covering concepts and explanations that

are often quite sophisticated." -- Stephen P. Mumme

Stephen Orvis is professor of government and Associate Dean of Students for Academics at



Hamilton College. He is a specialist on sub-Saharan Africa (Kenya in particular), identity politics,

democratic transitions, and the political economy of development. He has taught introduction to

comparative politics for 25 years, as well as courses on African politics, nationalism and the politics

of identity, political economy of development, and weak states. He has written a book and articles

on agricultural development in Kenya, has written several articles on civil society in Africa and

Kenya, and is currently doing research on political institutions in Africa. Carol Ann Drogus is Senior

Associate Director of Off-Campus Study at Colgate University. She is a specialist on Brazil, religion,

and women's political participation. She taught introduction to comparative politics for 15 years, as

well as courses on Latin American politics, gender and politics, and women in Latin America. She

has written two books and numerous articles on the political participation of women in religious

movements in Brazil.

Dense piece of work, with a ton of great information but is presented in a way that is not really

enjoyable (for me, anyways). The most annoying part is that I was assigned this for summer

semester and when I try doing book buyback/trade-in I'm told that it's no longer accepted because

there's a newer edition. So... Don't buy this if you want up to date information, and only rent

introductory poly-sci textbook for future reference, because chances are that this will be updated

once again every couple of years.

Good comprehensive textbook for comparative politics, covering issues ranging from the role of

ideology and religion in national stability to arguments in monetary policy. This text presumes no

previous background in international affairs and the format and presentation are comparatively

elementary. As others have mentioned, the hybrid format allows for tremendous flexibility in

teaching.

personally I don't really like this book. the condition of this book is fairly good, but I don't think the

content of this book worths the price

This book was amazing. Wish textbooks were more accessible to everyone.

came on time. hate the book tho

The book was in bad condition



I chose this rating cause this was part of my further educational courses . I recommend for people

that like cognitive thinking and comparative thinking

Even though the book was sold as a used book, it looked exactly like a new, unused book. I was

very pleased.
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